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International Cooperation

Gene Identified for Maize Protein Control
Chinese researchers recently identified a gene in wild

maize that can control protein content. The findings, pub-
lished in the journal Nature last Thursday, highlighted the
experimental maize strain with its protein increased by
12.7 percent. Its application may contribute to nitrogen-
use efficiency and food security, the paper noted.
Hydrogen Energy Sector Keeps Progressing

China's hydrogen energy sector is increasingly ma-
ture with an annual output of about 33 million tons and
over 300 hydrogen enterprises whose annual revenue ex-
ceed 20 million RMB, according to the 2022 China Hy-
drogen Industry Conference. The sector will help China
achieve its carbon peaking and neutrality goals through
industries such as transportation and petrochemical ac-
celerating their green shift.
Shenzhou-14 Astronauts Completed Third Spacewalk

The astronauts in Shenzhou- 14 orbiting the Tian-
gong space station completed their third spacewalk on
November 17. A space bridge that links Tianhe core mod-
ule to the Wentian lab and Mengtian lab was construct-
ed, followed by the astronauts' first attempt of inter-
module collaborations.
VR Industrialization Speeds up

The scale of the virtual reality (VR) industry in China
is expected to exceed 250 billion RMB by 2025, according
to an official paper released recently. VR is benefiting
multiple industries including manufacturing and medi-
cine, and China will accelerate its development through
enhanced innovation and research, the paper noted.

WEEKLY REVIEW

Thousands of exhibits with advanced aviation and aero-
space technologies from over 740 enterprises in 43 countries,
were displayed at the 14th China International Aviation and
Aerospace Exhibition (Airshow China 2022) in Zhuhai, south
China's Guangdong province, from November 8 to 13.

Many of the exhibits were demonstrated for the first
time. A life- size replica of China's Tiangong space station
combination was shown onsite, and visitors could enter the
model and experience the station at close range. Household
appliances were installed to satisfy astronauts' daily needs
and apart from a refrigerator and microwave, there was even
a yogurt maker.

The highly intelligent robotics of the station's mechani-
cal arms were also exhibited, showing how they can perform
both large- payload operations in a big scale and fine opera-
tions in a small scale. Both the ratio of payload to the me-
chanical arm's weight and its precision of control have set
world standards.

AG600M, China's self- developed amphibious plane for
firefighting, also made its debut at Airshow China. With a
maximum load of 12 tons of water, the plane could fly as far
as 4,000 km, and is able to take off and land over a short dis-
tance, as well as fly at low altitude and low speed.
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New Hi-tech Displayed
at Airshow China 2022

For the past two weeks, a series of events were held to
boost regional and international cooperation, including the
40th and 41st ASEAN Summits in Cambodia, the 17th Sum-
mit of the Group of 20 (G20) in Indonesia, and the 29th Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Economic Leaders'
Meeting in Thailand.

In the time of unprecedented changes, China has been
proactively working with regional and international partners
to create a win-win situation. In particular, the cooperation
under the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) has been fruitful since its entering into force in January.

The trade volume between China and the other 14 RCEP
members reached 8.32 trillion RMB for the first eight months
of 2022, comprising 30.5 percent of China's total foreign
trade, said Wang Shouwen, China International Trade Repre-
sentative and vice minister of commerce, at a forum in Sep-
tember.

Under the RCEP framework, Wang added, China reduced
duty of 880 million RMB on 38.1 billion RMB of imported
goods that enjoyed preferential tariffs, while also enjoying tar-
iff concessions of 910 million RMB on exported goods worth
143.3 billion RMB.
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RCEP Cooperation Concrete

People visit the CAFTA & RCEP Gallery during the 19th
China- ASEAN Expo in Nanning, south China's Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region. (PHOTO: XINHUA)

Hongyanhe city in northeast China's
Liaoning province has begun another in-
ternal heating season. Unlike before, the
warmth comes from a nearby nuclear en-
ergy station, which was officially put in-
to operation this November. The station
covers a heating area of about 240,000
square meters, replacing the original 12
coal- fired boiler houses and benefiting
nearly 20,000 local residents.

According to the report to the 20th
CPC National Congress, China will ad-
vance initiatives to reach peak carbon
emissions in a well- planned and phased
way in line with the principle of building
the new before discarding the old. Clean
energy is joining the array of heating
sources in China to achieve the target of
peak carbon emissions.

Nuclear heat
The Hongyanhe nuclear heating

plant represents China's first nuclear
heating project in the northeast and the
largest power and energy investment in
the city. When in full operation, it is ex-
pected to reduce coal consumption by
5,726 tons and carbon dioxide emis-
sions by 14,100 tons per year.

Besides Hongyanhe, China has now

completed three nuclear heating projects,
operating in three different provinces.

On November 9, 2021, the Nuanhe-1
nuclear heating project began operation,
making Haiyang, a city in the eastern
part of Shandong province, the first in
China to realize zero-carbon heating.

On December 3, 2021, the Qinshan
nuclear energy heating demonstration
project began operation. The project was
developed by China National Nuclear
Corporation, estimated to reduce electric-
ity consumption by about 196 million
kWh per year after its completion.

"The heat generated by a nuclear
power plant is transferred to a heat com-
pany and then sent to end users through
a heating pipe network in which only
heat is exchanged, without much energy
waste inflicted by medium," said Huang
Qian, chairman of the board of directors
of Qinshan Nuclear Power Corporation.

Biomass emission reduction
On September 1 this year, the bio-

mass pellet Jieneng- 1 witnessed abun-
dant productivity in Mishan city, Hei-
longjiang province, replacing nearly
30,000 tons of coal- fired fuel for heat-
ing in winter.

Forty - three local biomass heating
boilers provide heat for 16 subordinate

towns and a community in Mishan,
amounting to over 260,000 square me-
ters of land.

Developed independently by Shang-
hai Power Equipment Research Institute
(SPERI), the Jieneng- 1 pellet is expected
to weed out coal use in about ten- mil-
lion-square-meter areas by 2024.

"The Jieneng- 1 biomass pellet takes
agricultural straw, forest residues and ag-
ricultural side - processing waste as raw
materials to produce coal- like fuel con-
version," said Ma Mingjun, deputy gener-
al manager of SPERI, adding that the cre-
ation of Jieneng-1 conquered the inconve-
niences caused by the transportation and
storage of biomass energy.

Consistent endeavors
Aside from nuclear and biomass re-

sources, the adoption of wind and geo-
thermal energy are also more widely
seen in certain areas of China.

State Power Investment Company of
Hebei launched China's largest wind
power heating demonstration project in
Lingqiu city of central province Shanxi.
The population of 2,250 local residents
and 220 commercial users will fully ex-
ploit the region's rich wind power in the
2022 heating season.
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Nuclear Energy, Biomass, Wind Power —

Clean Energy Keeps Homes Warm This Winter

A new model, which applies big da-
ta from the power grid to measurement
of carbon emissions, has passed expert
review, according to State Grid Corpora-
tion of China (SGCC).

To achieve the goal of carbon peak-
ing and carbon neutrality is a complex
and systematic project, in which a uni-
fied and standardized carbon emissions

accounting system is an important foun-
dation.

As power industry is closely con-
nected with energy consumption in in-
dustrial production, the new model,
named "electro- carbon analysis model,"
originally proposed to calculate carbon
emissions through big data from the na-
tional grid.

It is feasible in theory and in prac-
tice, to give full play to the advantages of

electricity big data, which is real - time,
highly accurate and has a wide collection
range.

Therefore, carbon emissions can be
measured by month in terms of the
whole country, regions and industries,
said the SGCC.

According to SGCC, the model, by
far the first of its type in the world, will
be an effective tool to measure carbon
emissions.

New Model Measures Carbon Emissions

With the last piece of hardware installed, the construc-
tion of the world's largest radio telescope array for studying
the sun was completed on November 13.

Located in southwest China's Sichuan province, the Dao-
cheng Solar Radio Telescope (DSRT) as part of the country's
phase-2 Meridian Project is projected to begin its trial opera-
tion by June 2023.

The solar radio imaging telescope array consists of 313
six-meter-wide antennas. The antennas are evenly distributed
on a one-kilometer-diameter circle, and a 100-meter-high cal-
ibration tower at the center sends calibration signals to all
the antennas.

The 313 antennas work in collaboration and form a huge,
virtual telescope at the frequency range of between 150 to
450 megahertz to achieve high - precision imaging of solar
events, including solar eruptions and how they affect condi-
tions around Earth.

In addition, sitting on the edge of the Qinghai-Tibet Pla-
teau, the telescope has the Himalayas to protect it from some
atmospheric turbulences ensuring a clear sky, which allows it
to spot weaker signals emitting from the sun.

TheMeridian SpaceWeatherMonitoring Project is a mega-
project of science research on space weather monitoring, pro-
posed by several research institutes and universities in China
in the 1990s. Its first phase was completed in 2012 and the sec-
ond phase was approved in 2019 and is under construction.

The project sets up large-scale ground-based monitoring
stations to investigate the causes of space weather, to under-
stand the processes of catastrophic events so as to help en-
sure the safety of space activities such as satellite operation,
according to the National Space Science Center under the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, the designer of the DSRT.

World's Largest Telescope Array
to Study the Sun
By WANG Xiaoxia

Powered by Hongyanhe Nuclear Power Plant in Liaoning province, the first nuclear energy residential heating project in
northeast China is officially put into operation. (PHOTO: VCG)


